SPEECH BY HON. P. MOONGO DTA OF NAMIBIA
ON:

NATIONAL BUDGET 2012/2013

Mr Speaker honourable

members. The 2012 /2013 Budget is

another hopeless empty blow attempt

promise for more jobs

and economic growth in Namibia. Because unemployment
at alarming rate, strikes of workers in government
many companies are reasonable devastating

is

and in

the Namibian

economy.

Mr

Speaker honourable

members,

allow

me to give

a

practical marshall plan, on how Tipeeg should be carried out.
-,\" The amount of 14.7 billion must start projects right in the
I

Namibian communities,
vulnerable

such as woman & man organisations,

& disabled

organisations,

street

kids,

bush

mechanics, venders and taxi organisations. These people are
affected by unemployment,

hunger & extreme poverty. They

must get trained in their different

economical fields and get

skilled. Identify their projects and carry them out responsibly.
Project directors

and management

committees

must use

their talents and the skills they gained from trainings so that
the projects can succeed efficient, accurate and effectively.

Mr Speaker honourable

members,

address the crisis of the flood.

the government

must

We cannot talk economic

growth, if we did not address the flood which devastate and
destroy the economy
implement

of Namibia.

The government

must

the Marshall plan how to divert the water from

the community.

It took now five years without start. How can

we talk about

job creation

government

and economic

growth

failed to solve the flood distraction,

talk about TIPEEG will do best, how?

if the

now you

That is a day dream,

Comrades!
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members in parlia.~e,~hw~~~e,

defend and cool dow~n
distribution

of uni.Jir, ~n equal

of resources and then suppress the opposition

motion not to be implemented.

They make cocus in

parliament to silence those who introduce progressive issues
affecting the Namibian Nation. That deadly action must stop
now, because they misuse the 2/3 third majority.
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I appeal to the Nation to stand firm and fight against poverty ,•.•..
corruption and unequal distribution

of wealth. ~..
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Mr. Speaker honourable members. In my previous speech of
the budget, I talked about shades at every road block in
Namibia as a whole to protect police officer from the burning
sun and chill wind and to provide toilet facilities. I therefore
request the Ministry to allocate funds and provide shades.

In call, upon the government

institute, private companies

and shebeen banks to see to it. That their customers are
served with public toilets. And are allowed to use Toilet
facilities at their premises. Stop discrimination.

Mr. Speaker there are urgent call to the Ministry of Health
and Ministry of Environment,

that there is a deadly big

mosquitos in the Oshikoto region which are killing goats,
pigs, chickens and even babies. I request the two Ministry to
allocate funds and take action by spraying the mosquitos and
the legs before the bleeding time.

Mr. Speaker the Health Ministry has a persistant problem of
lower salaries. This demand lasted for 2010-2011. Why the
Ministry using delaying tactics from 2010-2011, while the
Namibian money is being corrupted

in huge amounts, not in

thousand but in hundred millions?

We~ther the Ministry is ready to give special adjustment but
not annual increasement. To pay our health workers include,
doctors who are serving our critical sick patients in the
hospitals. Does the current budgets include the special
payment for our health workers?
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I call upon the Ministry to increase the ~fthe
hospitals because theft is alarming within the hospital yard &
steal the vehicles of patients and health workers. They broke
into the vehicles to steal valuable properties such as radios
and vehicle tyres.

Let the government to employ foreign

specialist Doctors and

provide more special funds to buy health facilities and
machines such as, CT-SKAN, radiation altemo therapy to
render health service at the regional hospital in order to
prevent thousands of referral patients from their regional
hospitals. In order to prevent floppy, overcrowded and long
queues of patients at the head quarter intermediate
in Windhoek.
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